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ABSTRACT
This paper stresses the need for user-research and use studies at the individual library level; defines related terms and concepts like user, use, need, want, demand and requirement; reviews some important studies on use of library collections and interaction of scientists, engineers and technicians with libraries. It enumerates the relationships found in past studies between characteristics of scientists, engineers and technicians and their use of library collections as well as their interactions with library. Finally, lack of sound use studies based on critical incident data in the country is pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

The user is the key person in any information system. All the luxuries of information revolution and problems of information explosion are centred round the user and his convenience. Understanding the user is half the battle in providing information services. The success of any information system depends considerably on how best the system design is based on a close and accurate understanding of the users. The effectiveness of library and information system depends on the extent to which the system characteristics correspond with the user and on how much the potential user is willing and able to make use of it. System designers, planners and managers have, by and large, failed to properly consider the role of human factors and their effect on acceptance and utilisation of information (Mick, 1980, p. 21). Landau and others (1975, p. 422) say '... in a great majority of cases, the user is neither understood nor studied, nor in some cases even identified until after the system is already evolved or in a completely operational state. Some have characterized this as an upside-down system design'. Brittain (1975, p. 429) says a lip service has been paid to this objective in many studies.

'Know thy customer' is the cardinal rule of any business enterprise. Accordingly, extensive market research, customer behaviour studies and demand forecasting are carried out in business. A formal information centre or library is yet to pick up these activities in the same spirit. It may be partly due to not-for-profit and paternalistic nature of libraries.

There appears to be a lopsided emphasis in library and information field on user education than on understanding the user. This is largely due to the systems designed and implemented, which are unfriendly, complex and not concerned with the perceived needs of users. What is more important is intensive librarian education about users than mere education of users of the existing system (Thompson, 1982, p. 11). Hoadley and Clark (1972, p. 133) say that a library can achieve its goal '... if the library is more precise about who its users are. This precision, coupled with more research into behaviour and information gathering patterns of these user groups, will assist the library more effectively in developing programmes and using its resources and limited funds to achieve desired goals'. Accurate and up-to-date knowledge about users and their information behaviour is one of the essential ingredients for designing an information system. The need is for user-driven design than technology-driven design and more research on human variables of information system than technology and system variables (Atherton, 1975, p. 672). Unfortunately, the emphasis in the profession has been on imparting technical skills than information skills.

Eventhough considerable research has been done in the area of user- and use-studies in developed and information rich countries, especially USA, Britain, and European countries, practically nothing substantial is done in less developed countries in general and India in particular. Not even a single major user- and use-study in any of the areas of science and technology has been done in the country. Even the major national information system designs were
not preceded by systematic, reliable and comprehensive user-studies. As such many present systems are surviving under 'symmetry of ignorance' (Kunz, et al., 1977, p. 67, - 68), mathematical induction of convenient good or bad things, subjective considerations and idiosyncrasies of people involved in planning information systems. Other systems are thriving under dubious reasons of avoiding the duplication of research and resultant economic benefit arising out of information systems but the hidden apparent reasons of an information system, as Myers (1970, p. 26) says, could be treating information system as a prestige centre or a form of fringe benefit to employees or a paid up insurance to serve an anticipated need or to subsume the feeling that one does not read or a centralised way of budgetary control over expenditure on documents.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RELATED TERMS AND CONCEPTS

In the process of seeking information, what mainly takes place is an effort to match a cognitive need of user with a source of information and seeking supply of information to satisfy the need. This process naturally involves many phases and factors. First, the need could be unclear and uncertain. Secondly, user could be biased, subjective, conservative, habituated and having his own styles and idiosyncrasies. Further, apathy towards a new service or system is not unusual and in one case researchers were reluctant towards new services (eventhough they desired) and did not even directly examine the service attributing it to lack of time (Trueswell, et al., 1965; Van- cott and Kincaide, 1967).

The individual's initiative plays an important role to recognise a need for information, to seek and search information and to use it irrespective of availability of services (Wilkin, 1981, p. 4.30). However, this does not underestimate the importance of availability of information facility/service for one to seek and use. Infact, availability or existence of needed information is one of the necessary conditions, next only to the need and the initiative to use. Then comes the sufficient conditions that the available facility/service should not only be accessible to the user but also easy to use. Above all, the user should perceive that the source or facility is useful for the need concerned. The perceived utility of a source is based on both the quantity and quality of information expected from it. Ignorance about a piece of useful information either due to the apathy of the user or due to the failures of information system when realised leads to alter the composition of monitor, reserve and supply of information in a cost-efficient way to yield a relatively satisfactory Information supply provided the ignorance is neither too small to worry about nor too large to be remediable (Wilson, 1977, p. 74). In the process of adaptation of altered system the cost in terms of time and efforts is optimised and sources that adapt to needs of user are preferred to sources which require the user to adapt himself. In other words, personal information gathering is often purposeful, adaptive, habitual and economical (Wilson, 1977, p. 80). The lack of awareness on the part of the user about existing information systems could also be a factor for its non-use in addition to convenience, responsiveness and ability to conduct dialogue with the system (Ackoff, et al., 1976, p. 143).

Atherton (1977, p. 7) summarises these factors involved in seeking and using information in the following words. "The working habits of the individual needing information, the importance placed on getting it, the facilities available for seeking it, the knowledge about the facilities, the judgement of their value, the estimate of the probability of getting what is wanted--all of these factors may affect information seeking behaviour. Unless a person who wants information is fairly sure of getting it without much trouble, he is apt to do without it, if it is not essential. Relying on memory, skirting around the issue or making do with incomplete or vague information from a colleague are not unusual behaviour traits. There is, however, a small group of users who actively seek information spending effort and resources to acquire pertinent information and these users in fact are the most progressive in economic activity'. Scientists and engineers are more likely to invest or reinvest efforts and resources for reinventing than to derive it from the research or development work of someone else, especially someone they don't know, in a different organisation and in a different discipline (Havelock et al., pp. 8-16). They may even estimate that generation of new knowledge will be cheaper than an expensive and possibly fruitless search (Paisley, 1968, pp. 19, 20).

The complex trio concepts, viz., accessibility, 'ease of use' and perceived utility of a channel are extensively investigated by Allen and
Gerstberger (1967, 1968). The concept 'ease of use', which is akin to 'law of least efforts', Mooer's law and 'why bother theory of information usage' (Cooper, 1978) appears to be the supreme criterion in use of a source of information (Rosenberg, 1966, p. 19). Moor (1972) has developed a model incorporating seven dimensions as measurable components of the concept ease of use of an information system. The dimensions are: movement required (out of the user's personal area), time delay, interaction, Interface structure, required location of use, permanence (nature of information provided) and response filter. The model was empirically tested from the data from R&D personnel and concluded that these dimensions do serve as a model for identifying behaviour.

A use study has to necessarily keep a set of defined population of users in the background. It is also necessary to understand other related concepts and terms like need, want, demand and requirement before commencement of any use study.

'Need' is a more abstract and difficult-to-define concept. Both Ford (1980) and Krikelas (1983, p.6) define 'information need' as an awareness or recognition of not knowing or existence of uncertainty. The draft definitions of 'need', 'want', 'demand', 'use' and 'requirement' in relation to information proposed by Brittain (1971) and supported by Line (1974, p. 87) are quite adequate for the purpose. 'Need' is what an individual ought to have, for his work, his research, his education, his recreation, etc. A need may or may not be identified as want.

The interesting and most practical aspect is that 'needs arise out of the roles an individual fills in social life. So far as specialised information system is concerned, the most relevant of these roles is 'work role', that is, the set of activities, responsibilities, etc., of an individual usually in some organisational setting in pursuit of earnings and other satisfactions' (Wilson, 1981, p.9).

'Want' is what an individual would like to have, whether or not the want is actually translated into a demand on the library. Individuals may need an item they do not want, or want an item they do not need. A want, like a need, is a potential demand.

'Demand' is what an individual asks for; more precisely, a request for an item of information which is believed to be wanted. Individuals may demand information they do not need, and certainly need or want information they do not demand. Demand is partly dependent on expectation, which in turn depends partly on existing provision of library or information service. A demand is a potential use.

'Use' is what an individual actually uses. A use may be a satisfied demand, or it may be the result of browsing or a chance. Individuals can only use what is available. Use is, therefore, heavily dependent on provision and availability of library and information service. A use usually represents a need of some kind. But need is independent of use. Uses can be partial indicators of demands, demands of wants, and wants of need. Identification becomes progressively more difficult from the 'hard' use to the often nebulous and unstated need.

The term 'user' includes actual as well as potential users and even non-users. The concept of 'use' is often defined as the extraction of content from a message to meet a need. The operational definition of 'use' for collecting data about the use of the library documents could be stated as physical selection and the act of leafing through pages of document as far as in-house use is concerned (Kent et al., 1979, p. 61) and for circulation or loaned use, each record of having lentout or renewed is considered as one externally circulated use of a document.

'Requirement' is a useful bridging term; it can mean what is needed, what is wanted, or what is demanded, and can therefore be usefully employed to cover all three categories. But the term requirement is closer to the term need. Many studies of needs have in fact been studies of requirements.

3. STUDIES ON THE USE OF LIBRARY COLLECTIONS AND USER INTERACTIONS WITH LIBRARY

* Users will utilise an information service only when doing so costs them less than not using it (Mooers, 1960, p. (ii)).
There have been many use-studies of library collections and a majority have analysed what is used, frequency of use, lifetime and obsolescence rate of material used, etc., with varied objectives. They were also thought of as demand studies. Studies of user interactions with libraries did not receive enough attention in the past. Many indirect studies like bibliometric and citation studies have also attempted to study and determine the use of library collections by scientists, engineers and technicians, but owing to their in-built limitations and non-local scope, their utility and even reliability are limited. The critical incident data of specific demands made on typical libraries should reveal behavioural trends, and indicate their underlying motivation better than a theoretical and qualitative investigation (Slater and Fisher, 1969, p. 1).

At the outset, it should be made clear that the use of a document or library does not imply its utility or usefulness. Nor does a high or intensive user interaction with the library necessarily imply that the user is an intensive user of the library or a highly library dependent user. An information system may be used, then, but not be useful; it may also be useful, but not used. It may even be neither useful nor used. It is ideal if it is both used and useful" (Kochen, 1976, p. 150).

Depending on the intensity of use, the users are classified as 'high information-potential' (HIP) and 'low information-potential' (LIP). LIPs are further divided into (i) the nostalgic, who would like to keep informed but never have time, (ii) the bereaved, who think it is now too late to update themselves, and (iii) the lost souls, the confirmed non-users (Shuchman, 1981, p. 1). Secondly, the number of users who have need of information far exceed those who actually use information (Atherton, 1977, p. 7). At the same time, it should also be noted that the services of libraries are not restricted to, those actually use them but reach others via actual users due to 'spillover effect' (Wilson, 1977, p. 83). As a matter of fact the lost souls (among engineers) might be heavy users of information in different forms (Shuchman, 1981, p. 23). Thirdly, the '... concern with users should not be equated with an objective of maximising use (sales)' (Oldman, 1976, p. 37). Lastly, it is not yet established that the use of libraries has any definite influence on anything else (Ford, 1977, p. 101).

4. USE OF LIBRARY COLLECTIONS

One of the ways of exploring use- and user-studies into study the actual incidents of use of information and documents. By and large, the use of library collection is a "minority event", i.e., a very small segment of rightful members really use collection of their 'primary library'. Like insurance, for a majority of the users the library appears to be a necessary adjunct to the regular work without much direct consequence attributable to the existence of the library. However, its absence is normally felt by some marginal users too. The studies of Shuchman, Scott, Gilmore and others, Slater and Fisher and that of 'The Social Survey' have very much shown this aspect. For example, The Social Survey, in its survey of UK electrical industrialists found that in the case of those firms which had a library, less than half of them used it and 18 per cent of the respondents said that they did not use libraries of any kind (Scott, 1960, p. 36). Similarly, in the case of Slater and Fisher's survey (1969, p. 21) the ratio of potential users of library to total membership was 26.3 per cent industrial firms and 22.6 per cent for government establishments. Surprisingly the same was as high as 69 per cent in an Indian study (Sridhar, 1985, p. 31-32). A study of Science Library at MIT (Bush, et al. 1956, p. 94) showed that the ratio of visits to enrolment as 0.37 and Shuchman (1981, p. 30) found 'technical libraries serving only a small proportion of the engineers. When the use of library documents is examined, we find that still smaller segment of users use library documents typically following the 80/20 rule.

Just as Inter-personal communication follows the inverse square law, the amount of use of a library is also inversely related to the square of the distance between the library and the functional group to which a user belongs (Frohman, 1969). Yet the psychological distance may be more important than physical distance (Line, 1974, p. 48).

Among all types of documents, 'use of journals' has been studied by many with different methodologies. It was found in these studies that a major portion of the reading of the scientists, engineers and technologists is in journals (Shaw, 1971, pp. 23, 24, 32-35, 81 and 82). In journal reading behaviour, 'issues' like how many journal a
user regularly reads, how much time he spends on journal reading, the place of reading journals and the factors which affect journal reading have also been investigated. Though the findings are almost unanimous that a user can cope with his field by reading few journals, the average number of journals actually read varied widely. In Menzel's study (Columbia University, 1958, p. 135), three most important journals accounted for 0.49 fraction of articles read by research scientists. Two surveys of Case Institute of Technology (1960, p. 12) showed that ten mostly-read journals accounted for 55.1 per cent and 49.8 per cent of the chemists' journal reading time respectively. Many studies have confirmed that an average scientist/engineer/technologist reads 5 to 15 journals while normally a scientist reads more journals than an engineer or a technologist (Scott, 1959, p. 113; Martyn, 1964, p. 20; Bernal, 1948; Martin, 1962, p. 98; Wood and Hamilton, 1967; Graleswka-Vickery, 1976, p. 274; Hanson, 1964, p. 65; Ford, 1977, p. 32). The use of books and other documents of library have very widely varied from library to library, from subject to subject, and no generalised conclusion except 80/20 rule cited above can be made as far as user behaviour is concerned.

5. CORRELATION OF USE OF LIBRARY COLLECTIONS WITH USER CHARACTERISTICS

The correlation of use of library documents with user characteristics has not always shown consistent results. Interestingly, a person who saw more journals tended to be active in many ways like attending more meetings and conferences, actively engaged in the work and having better qualifications (Scott, 1959, p. 28).

First of all, the use of library documents is found to vary with the type of organisation and users. Those employed in government establishments and industries have made relatively less use of library (and journals) than those employed in academic and non-profit organisations (Slater and Fisher, 1969, p. 15; Meadows and O'Connor, 1969). The analysis of use of library in science subjects versus engineering/technology is found to be fairly close to that of scientist versus engineer/technologists pattern, i.e., scientists particularly those in research made more use of libraries than engineers and others (Case Institute of Technology, 1960, p. 21). Surprisingly, the average number of documents consulted by scientists (3.9) was lower than that of engineers, but the ratio used to useful documents was more favourable for scientists. The pressure of time bothered engineers slightly more than it did scientists, but slightly less than did non-technical personnel. Technicians were found to be underprivileged group in the information complex (Slater and Fisher, 1969, p. 17, 18 and 50).

The use of library documents (and journals) was found to be linearly and positively related to the age and experience of users as per studies of Scott (1966, p. 28), Lipetz (1970), Fearn and Melton (1969). However, beyond the age of 45 years and 10 years of experience the use was found to decline. But the opposite (i.e., negative relation) was found in studies like that of Bath University Library (1971), Barkey, (1966) and Ford (1977, p. 93). Women space technologists did not differ from men in making borrowed use of library documents but differed significantly in in-house use and interactions with the library (Sridhar, 1987). Again the use of the library was found to be positively related to the level of education of the users (Scott, 1966, p. 16; Lipetz, 1970; Fearn and Melton, 1969).

Creativity, performance, excellence in work and publication activities are also found to be positively related to use of libraries (Lufkin and Miller, 1966, p. 180: Case Institute of Technology, 1960, p. 21). However, a recent study found no strong relation between the use of libraries and academic performance of users (Hiscock, 1986). In addition, high status scientists and engineers tended to use more of library materials and subscribe to more journals (Shaw, 1971, pp. 17-20, and 48, 49) and managers and supervisors, particularly those in research and production areas, tended to read more journals than others (Scott, 1960, p. 28).

6. USER INTERACTIONS WITH LIBRARY

Like 'use of library', user interactions with the library is also a phenomenon of a minority of users. In fact, both the use of library and the user interactions with the library are highly interdependent and related. However, there is not much research work done about user interactions with the library. What is available in literature are fragmentary stray attempts to study some
Interactions of users with libraries. This may be partly due to the time-consuming observation technique to be followed for the purpose. For the same reason many use-studies also did not venture to consider the in-house use of library documents.

A user visits the library for many purposes. Interestingly, Slater and Fisher (1969, p. 29) found that 38 per cent of their respondents visited their libraries for work space (11 per cent exclusively for work space). Even in the study of Science Library at MIT (Bush, et al., 1956, p. 88) a considerable number of persons used the library only as a study hall to make use of their own material. On the contrary, Scott (1959, p. 113) found that 59 per cent of the respondents claimed to do most of their journal reading at home followed by 27 per cent at place of work, 2 per cent during journey on train, 3 per cent in a library, 1 per cent in other places and 2 per cent of the respondents did no reading of technical journals. In a study of in-house use of library documents and seat occupancy, the space technologists were found to visit the library more during departmental reviews for promotion. The distribution of user-visit data over a typical day was bimodal, roughly symmetric and the same was cyclical over a typical week with maximum during the mid of a working week (Sridhar, 1982). Like use of library documents, the reservations made by the space technologists for lentout documents followed skewed distribution and year of acquisition of a document had a stronger effect on its chances of getting more reservations than year of publication (Sridhar, 1983). In another study, it was found that less than one-fourth of the space technologists have had participated in collection development of the library (Sridhar, 1983). Yet another case study showed non-use of classified catalogue, heavy use of subject catalogue and a roughly symmetric bimodal distribution of card catalogue consultation over a typical day by the space technologists. Further, card catalogues are consulted most of the time either to locate a document on the shelf or to interact with the circulation counter than for literature search (Sridhar, 1986). A rational summary of enormous data of use of the library collection and interactions with the library by Indian space technologists is done by way of developing suitable indexes of library use and user interactions with library (Sridhar, 1988).

There are no comparable results of earlier research about specific aspects of user behaviour within library as far as scientists, engineers and technicians are concerned. Most of the findings of user movement/traffic, consultation of card catalogue, in-house use, length of stay, seat occupancy, etc., are that of academic or public library users. Apart from science library at MIT mentioned above, Pings and Anderson's (1965) study of user movement/flow pattern, the study made by the University of Cambridge Library Management Research Unit (1975) about seat occupancy, and Campbell and Shlechter's (1979) study of library design influences on user behaviour are some of the studies in this direction.

7. CONCLUSION

It was not the intention of this paper to examine studies of use of library collections by scientists, engineers and technicians from the angle of (i) collection development and evaluation with the purposes of identifying highly used to add additional copies, less used to relegate to remote/compact storage and unused for discarding, (ii) promoting better usage of less used and unused, (iii) examining the broad generalisations such as (a) books which are unused during an initial period are more likely to remain unused and those heavily used continue to be used later, and (b) use data of a library collection follows reverse J-shaped curve or 80/20 rule, and (iv) determining life time and obsolescence rate of library materials, relative use in different subjects, etc. The purpose here is to look at the use-studies from the angle of information use pattern of scientists, engineers and technicians. As such many studies like that of University of Pittsburgh (Kent, et al., 1979) are not cited here.

Like bibliometric and citation studies, use-studies also have some limitations. If use-study is not properly designed with adequate reliability and validity, results can cause serious distortions and lead to disastrous decisions.

The research on use of library collections by scientists, engineers and technicians has fairly helped in better understanding of their patterns of information use though there are some
inconsistencies and contradictions. The review of use-and user-studies clearly indicated the void in nature of user-research in the country. User-studies have been neglected both at local and national level by planners of S&T information systems. The piecemeal studies have been mostly local studies of a particular aspect of user behaviour or indirect use-studies or studies based on weak methodology and data. The majority of even the piecemeal studies are done by academicians and students. Unless sufficient baseline studies are done within the country by the information personnel 'living with the tribe', further developments cannot be carried out based only on the findings of studies done in USA or UK.
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